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veritas
gravitas
civitas
trope
say tropism were there three phonemes
three celestial beginnings nor
say existence having given a word
onto
being among
evaluating
source
tropism nor tropism
phylos
city [I notice the word civitas on a car wash sign driving home]
were uncertainty though what my baptismal certificate says as does my birth certificate
regarding celestial beginnings I may or may not be convinced
the axiology of being convinced may be verbal upon [their] enlightenment
and I
my own upon an experiential properties including [their] enlightenment and
presentation
trope is interest in social regards including an interpretation of an audience which are presented to
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my goodness
[fuck] were the clamor at a dented vehicle
the small parking lot and a mindless movements of hardware store exitees carrying
screws and
hardware like garden boards and nails and cement and
the thing about goodness is
profanity were profanity [my goodness] is mine
at having dropped a brick upon my toe however
hers was hers [my goodness] at her vehicular indentation and
were she a kindergarten teacher and
were he the airplane flight miss-er to say [my goodness] to sleep in an airport twelve hours because
the [oh my stars woman] kindergarten teacher was in a position to withhold the [f] word until [they]
reached high school and knew
better than teachers anyway
goodness and the varieties of goodness may or may not be debatable however
to say [my goodness] is to say mine and who could contest such language though
the weary traveler wrapped in a blanket at the bus station as well though
one looking on [my goodness] [my own]
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old lady orchard
pagan
like the nesthead human being of trees forest trees
symbiont of spiders in his treehouse for the lesser gnats and gnoceum gnocei
an orchard is unique from a forest and
were apples from a single prairie tree bywhich seeds into a turned soil
an orchard is rows
inwhich hammocks
say garden
pagan
and a forest surrounds old lady orchard
twenty rows and forty trees per row
a tart variety of macintosh apples all she can eat
that is all
and walking distance
leather sandals
nor divinity exterior
and for the wind and for the rain
an apple tree lives to be one hundred years of age
long enough to believe in god and
the stations of god
and were her calling to be among having planted
and were her calling to plant
[and were she saying forest when orchard]
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easter
april seventeen
sunrise
and south the farmland turned over
seven thirty am mass
waiting for chocolate since mardi gras
the girl scout cookies in my freezer
thin mints
and a country drive home
first buds the landscaped bushes
first buds the natural nature exterior to landscaping
in two weeks
leaves and springtime as visual history has presented itself every year
come summer again I expect
easter is renewal
biblically were jesus' return
naturally the season is a metaphor for renewal
the cycle of the seasons will close again in november and
what can be said of age and seventy six easters and
what can be said of age and one hundred easters
a country drive nor leaves appears as november
and forty degrees fahrenheit today same as november
a turned soil nor sprouted I know for the snow ended one month ago
nor green and botanical
[country road pb] [easter]
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reason for meaning in penmanship
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when one position reintroduces itself
having been challenged
a-canon
the acanonical
for having formed
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art and objectivity
nor material considered
nor literary objectivity
ceremonial objectivity
directive objectivity
art and subjectivity
were appreciative to those to originally sense
and an intended message discreet [otherwise objective]
were ceremonial objectivity
were directive objectivity
nor simply design and without value though appreciative to view
all intended messages are objective
and what an artist intends
and what a viewer perceives as an artist's work of art intending to mean
is or is not appreciation that an exactitude of artist presentation and viewer interpretation of the same work
of art
and appreciation
the subject appreciation the material appreciation the style appreciation the artist raisonné
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the empath and the empath: a monologue
a
the dog
b
chased the pigeon
a
about the cement park
b
where the tourists
a
looked around in busloads
b
and the locals and couples of locals
a
let their dogs loose
b
to see what the tourists would do
a
and to exercise their dogs
b
near the fountain
a
with the coins that worked in laundromats
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perhaps your horse should be measured
[the one you do not mention]
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nineteen sixty five bob dylan first plugged in his electric guitar [between nineteen fifty seven and nineteen
seventy three]
folk music
an acoustic guitar to poetry
and banjo and harpsichord and drums to cottondressed socially concerned women and breadfactory men
from unions and dustbowls that walk to work and may or may not have electricity in their own homes nor
plumbing though know how to turn on a light switch
folk music to an audience is music and encouraging the most recent spirit the ongoing spirit
other musicians called rock musicians with electric instruments nor a poetic insight nor local relevance
folk singer bob dylan plugs in his acoustic guitar though adopts an electric guitar for his same music
the first folk musician to play folk on an electric guitar
and a mixed sentiment from an audience
and I was born in nineteen seventy
and I saw and heard bob dylan play in a concert hall in two thousand and ten with an electric guitar
bob dylan the folk-ist the poet won the nobel prize for literature in two thousand and seventeen
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isolated environment
the tall grass
as far as to see and
subtle rolling hills
about an horizon
and sky
then
above occasional
clouds
nor wood for homes
where they had been
and peat
half sunken homes and
burning sod
it were four months walk from
civilization
with horses with tools with seeds with ideas
some are old and learning
some are young and learning
some are married
and with the same rabbits garden vegetables and
the sabbath
there is a place for memory atop
the second horizon
at sunrise
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ambient noise to sleep by
I can hear the recently placed street light on the nearby country road
periodic switches and
a breeze
against the nearby botanics
to open a window summer and
a footsteps a distance away the occasional vehicle and
quiet
for I am not listening
four am and a birds begin a sound
and another
and I cannot hear the sun break the horizon
and I cannot hear the moon stay
and the stars go away
as they do
and the coffee though
that is only smell and
I am awake already
_
and what I dreamt of last night
I cannot say for certainty
and the sky with patterned clouds similar to a georgia o'keefe painting though not exactly
splotches of evenly spaced clouds and blue atween all across the sky were
the last I recall
afore the birds
and the coffee though
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vernacular upon yesterday's vernacular
were a philosophy important
written in vernacular
translated
into an attentive audience language
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on cleaning a room
the corners
leave the cobwebs
countertops
swiffer sweep all of the hard floor wall lines really rationally
and the interior of the hard surface floors
that there be no residue that does not belong
clean the sink with powder not liquid detergent and particularly not aerosol detergent and
the faucets
that there be no residue that does not belong
new candles where new candles belong
vacuum
did I mention vacuum the hard surfaces afore swiffering
and the books neatly shelved
and morton salt for the water softener and a furnace air filter

[laundry another day]
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a philosophy of primates: instrumentalism
I write in fine point because of the importance of the subject
a stick poked into an ant hill will yield ten ants
a cigarette being smoked by a primate will last exactly six minutes in an arid environment
a photograph taking primate with camera may yield one 'keeper' photograph of fifteen photographs taken
the writing instrument of choice
nor just scribbling
and who is an audience
at the zoo
a balls are no instrumental objects a balls are recreational objects
and the hammock
the comfortable chimpanzees and the excercise ropes the synthetic trees
at the research laboratory
biopsychology is fascinating like animal behavior is fascinating
and electrodes
the open brain stimulation the partial brain removal
and shackles
the animal brain researcher and
were there an instrument such as a grammatical consideration in a grant funding request
the grammatical object in the grant funding request is
a question rather the answer to the question
the instrumental object is the chimpanzee as that which is the instrumental object of study leading to a conclusory
summation of the answer to the question as results by the researcher
and whether conclusions are generalizable to the next chimpanzee
and roaming freely like seventeen hundreds buffalos
with fangs and six feet tall mostly hunched
omnivorous

and were john dewey instrumentalism teaching instrumentalism without using the word
instrumentalism to kindergarten through grade twelve nor students as instruments though
beginning with material instruments and an introduction to language written and spoken and
symbolic eventually upon their graduation at age eighteen
john dewey died in nineteen fifty two
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garage sale
six am the day unlit first light convenience store coffee black a map
appears there are three in the blackhawk neighborhood
three in nakoma
one in fitchburg
strategy
saturday
sunrise
an open garage door folding tables onto the driveway
the old crowbar shows rust
the green color price tag stuck on the crow bar five dollars
I do not own a crow bar
and steel wool for the five pound chisel as well
pyrex is a prize is difficult to find and I have no poem for pyrex
solzhenitsyn three volumes fifty cents each
nor having read the gulag archipelago though to imagine papillon political prisoners locked
each in their own cells
and there were maple syrup a row of homemade maple syrup in jars
[to get rid of the unwanted with material value for a sentimental profit afore discarding an unwanted or
giving an unwanted to an other]
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prussia and social security
otto von bismarck
an idea
a citizens pay a percentage of their income to be collected by a governing body
at age sixty five a citizens are entitled to an actuarialized living allowance until the day they die
!"#$%&'()*+,--.+/.01+23"45%6')+1+7'"0(8+.9+!"#%&'()*+:;)8+.9+<&;803;'=+>?@?ABC@D*+7';##"&0+%"0"#-8'+
&0E+F8'%&0+#-&-8#%&0G+(H&0(8II.'+.9+-H8+F8'%&0+J%K"'8+?@L?BCMG+&I#.+)0.N0+&#+-H8+O'.0+PH&0(8II.'G+9;II+
0&%8+,--.+JE;&'E+<8.K.IE+/.0+!"#%&'()Q+R8+N&#+-H8+E'"/"0=+9.'(8+38H"0E+-H8+;0"9"(&-".0+.9+F8'%&0S*+
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hölderlin (b seventeen seventy d eighteen forty three) swabia and switzerland poet may or may not have
benefitted from prussia's social security and may have had no opinion as the princeton university press
translation of his hymns and fragments and possibly hyperion mentions hölderlin as a bridge between classical
and romantic poetry, -tutor and court librarian hourly or salaried employment professional would receive at age
sixty five an actuarialized living allowance until the day they die

retirement
no longer professional and having been professional
it takes a day to put everything in a box
to think about the early bird dinner special at the italian restaurant or is it friday a
bills are paid she said the second time she was asked and
the car is clean and gassed
golden years
there were someone watching
and the sunlight in the morning window sun like the smell
I read of a spouse passing away at age eighty seven and the spouse passed away one week after
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on enlightenment
and the forms of enlightenment
and how one enlightenment affects another enlightenment
on the absorption of enlightenment never having been enlightened a first time
on a phases of enlightenment were phases of enlightenment to exist
on the lesser enlightenments | on the greater enlightenments
on the reason for recognizing one's enlightenment
and what to do next
on beauty
on the recognition of beauty
on sensual beauty on cognitive beauty on created beauty
on receiving a diploma
on receiving a bouquet of balloons on one's eighteenth birthday
on being enlightened by one who has no words to share though friendly eye contact
on hitting the bull's eye on a dart board
on observing a seed sprout
on walking in the rain
and the forms of enlightenment
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the cat and the screened patio
upon boredom
I would assume
Prity Gracie jumped three feet into the air landing with claws verticle to the screened patio
continued to climb
an additional five feet to the top of the screen
looked about awhile
jumped down
left claw marks in the screen as graffiti
upon boredom
I would assume
Prity Gracie pushed an opening in the screen
crawled through the narrow opening
[in the rain]
one hour later I could not locate Prity Gracie
she was cowering near the outdoor air conditioner [in the rain]
I tried to herd her indoors and she runs away
I was finally able to lift her and bring her indoors out of the rain
I set a flower pot in front of the screen opening
upon boredom
I would assume
Prity Gracie pushed an opening in the screen
crawled through the narrow opening and
I observed
nor attempted to attract her attention
she sniffed the evening ground as if she were a canine though she is a feline
she looked at me interior to the screen patio several times and
I made no expression | I looked the other way
Prity Gracie crawled back through the narrow screen opening that she had previously opened and
continued with her evening
I set a flower pot in front of the screen opening
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natural consequences
were my own behavioral consideration mentioned in a teacher training program
natural consequences
not in a classroom
a controlled environment
an assigned environment
evaluation including grades subjective assignment grades objective assignment grades end of semester
grades
formal educational consequences
were formal education natural thus natural cause as a diploma receiving graduating class having been
educated in a way enter society at age eighteen with regards to the formal social and controlled assigned
environment of their diploma granting N [representing the entire population within a school district a
neighborhood a rural community]
students within formal educational environments may be sheltered in a regard in relation to the whole
experience of community eg students cannot vote until age eighteen students are not wage earners and are
dependent on their parents for shelter and food and clothing
students within formal educational environments are introduced to aspects of community living democratic
participation aesthetics such as natural and art appreciation literacy and literature the varieties of
mathematics, -students are introduced to lessons in an intentional manner beginning at age five in which
lessons are separated, letter recognition word recognition penmanship and reading and interest and writing
with interest and speaking conversationally with others of personal interest shared interest as well as an
interest / noninterest of a framed painting on a wall, -a separated lessons find their way to more common
and comprehensive lessons throughout age eighteen of a kindergarten through twelfth grade formal public
education
for a society to consider k-12 natural [teleologically because education is not natural because lessons are
separated and defined culminating in an accelerated nature at graduation as prepared for nature] [the ends
of education kindergarten through twelfth grade is a diploma after which a recent graduate will be exposed
as well as cause the same previously and perhaps differently understood nature as the one understood
before graduating
natural consequences would not exist within a controlled environment such as a kindergarten through
twelfth grade classroom
upon graduation natural consequences may or may not be considered
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the geopolitic of turtles
inwhich
there were no contest to those of a particular color
and sea fins
and the birds looked and did what the birds always did and do
and population density
an island
is bordered
on all sides
and there are no penguins
more equatorial
some grass near the shore
some trees
speculation to say the turtles and birds have always been
still are
without predation
food in the water
the geopolitic of turtles
I do not know if turtles communicate
I do not know if turtles govern
turtle males turtle females may have a species gender dominance
I do not know from sand hole turtle rearing unto the ocean and returning as mature turtles
I do not know territorial practice of turtles
I do not know mating rituals of turtles
I do not know a governing instinct at turtle community gatherings
I do not know a social instinct of turtles
I do not know a defensive instinct of turtles
I do not know an offensive instinct of turtles
I do not know of turtle preferences
perhaps preferences among turtles and those within a fixed geopolitic of an island have been exhausted
I would say turtles do communicate because turtles reproduce
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aquarium snails
the three inch round circular spiral shelled brown pond variety was five dollars and
live aquarium plants
thirty eight gallon aquarium with electric blue lobster an oscar an elephant nose fish angel fish gold fish
frogs clear fish and plecostemos plecostemi
the snail was large and impressive at the pet store
and what do snails eat
snails eat the algae on the glass walls of the aquarium
have miniature snails the size of a pin head grow quickly into one inch size snails grow quickly into two
inch size snails and have miniature snails of their own sexually and or asexually
the overpopulation of reproducing snails in a thirty eight gallon aquarium came to mind in my living room
as the entire existence of more than one hundred snails of all sizes kept increasing though, of a mind of a
wildlife biologist at the time, a question of overpopulation given the environmental constraints of a thirty
eight gallon ecosystem
so
I got bored
threw the snails into a lagoon at a nearby river
cleaned the aquarium
bought a beta
went to my mail box at nine pm and stepped on a terrestrial snail with a sound
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following slime tracks and would I eat that which makes slime tracks anyway
part one: on determination
1]
what is the teleology of the present slime track hunting
a] to observe
b] to rid the neighborhood of an excess of slime bearing creatures
c] to hunt to kill to eat
2]
do I have an appropriate hunting instrument
3]
do I have a particular bag to carry a slain slime track bearing animal as having successfully hunted
4]
do I have desirable food preparation materials including heat source and salad fixings and butter and garlic
and escargot tongs and forks from french restaurants
part two: hunting
1]
are the slime tracks appropriately large enough
2]
are the slime tracks coming or going; do the slime trails lead from the garden to the forest or the forest to
the garden
3]
and with flashlight
4]
the sidewalks one after another; bagged; a paper grocery bag
5]
and are they edible
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at the blue plate diner
inwhich the booth has no worn holes in the vinyl and
the water is refreshing and
chocolate malts are made to order and
three eggs over easy are made to order
inwhich upon
a sausage near to the eggs andwith sourdough and american fries
o to prefer hash browns
ofwhich a matter of tobasco and ketchup arrives to thought
and I describe an environment
and I describe an exterior
come and gone when diners had silver siding on old train cars
eggs sausage hashbrowns toast chocolate malt
dirt parking lot
after church
and waffle house cornered the market and I started liking grits
with syrup or cheese though not syrup and cheese
I should stop at the grocery store on the way home
purchase philosophy I have a coupon for philosophy which is invalid with history and
some sociology just a nip
I should purchase jam as well because jam has fruit parts and jelly does not
call it preference call it philosophy call it axiology call it sunday or were it wednesday anyway, -I think it is
tuesday
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whether an individual's preference
whether their parents'
tabula rasa
and a body
preference led unto
an interest
a career
a municipality
what is introduced by a caring individual eg teacher
places
stories and
how
preference
expression of preference were language
preference
discipline
and what is reference
having enjoyed though not given a name to that which is enjoyed and another lesser [b] is introduced [then]
need preference require reason
the language of preference is yes whether an other is present
preference is a return
preference is a generalization
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a philosophy of symbolic forms
were not relevant
and is not relevant
and the alphabet
and the parameters of the alphabet
were it a shape of letters each of twenty six
whether symbolic forms were visual
tactile
olfacted
tasty
auditory
one thing does mean an other thing if I say one thing means an other thing
thus understood were there interest like poetry is interest
nor only
and a [numbers] were axiology attached as statistics is attached as accountancy is attached as actuarialism
is attached wherefrom decision including intentional nondecision by authority including the individual
[symbolic forms as communication symbolic forms as tools symbolic forms as aesthetic / art]
and the smell of music were cabernet sauvignon
and the smell of burning wood were a next morning's residual campfire [then]
and the noonday smalltown aircraft invasion siren
© is a symbolic form
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social prescriptions
said the neighbors with their flower pots with flowers in april and none at my door
said the place of employment were it someone's birthday and cake is offered with group in the breakroom
said the profanity in the good poem to personalize a profanity in a way
said the breast cancer awareness pink ribbon [you should wear a breast cancer awareness pink ribbon too]
and the bicycle to work day were a campaign
and just say no were a campaign
and gold is important though a soft metal
and no one sees me as I sneak behind a building to smoke a cigarette what is a social prescription
unconsidered
and a chest xray at age forty
and an handshake from a dirty handed person with a smile on their face
the value of saying no having heard no and accepted no though no question was introduced
and were my own persistent yes as a matter of personality to that which may or may not be mundane to
regard a positive arbitrary
and the highest mountain is or is not conversationally warranted
and locally relevant professional athletic teams are or are not conversationally warranted
the new restaurant beef or salmon [just asking to see what you will say]
I have no dietary restrictions
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even sopranos have falsetto
to impress sopranos
do re mi fa so la ti do ~do ~do
were two octaves showing off
above sheet music
~do ~do do ti la so fa mi re do
and altos
and tenors have falsettos to sing soprano
and bass
another octave
~do
low ~do
regular ~do
and a falsetto to reach alto
thus do re mi fa so la ti do ~do
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the studio in which there is a couch and a shower
great art is created where and
suppose there is an easel and
all else is forgotten
[whether the window is open or not]
because
the idea is completed
the art is completed nearly when to start
the key opens the only door
with a one coil electric stove within
a cement floor and there are four seasons
I appreciate clay and kiln-ism
I appreciate stained glass
I appreciate really good rational-ism and
the clouds
were a lighting appropriate
[though a painting studio]
a studio were no design
nor an exterior matters to an interior
whether art is social
only upon its completion
and a studio is no longer relevant a studio is no gallery
and the couch were the artist's for there is no
time
to travel
across town for soup salad sandwich and shower and return
in an interest of art
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the spy was no spy | and how he got his information
which is not education
and to watch
a secrets of interpretation are
what I say a secrets of interpretation are and
the spy
with regular reading glasses worn all the time on the tip of his nose and
collar shirt jeans
would answer the starbucks coffee giver
'thank you' and step out of the way of the next customer
a thing about knowing better is
why they keep asking questions
to what they already know and in so doing
tell me their secrets
the spy was no spy and what is a spy exactly
to be asked by the woman sitting next to him at the preview of no country for old men
afore the movie began and
a movie ends eventually and she forgot her question and
I had enough popcorn after the first handful [really just a kernel for me thanks I do not mention]
and were I the spy of spies
and had I a trenchcoat a fedora to wear with my kswiss tennis shoes
and had I an answer like I have
and were spying geopolitically framed and were spying theopolitically framed
may be a question of authority may be a question of interest
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economic security
united states currency
is no coin collection
I prefer cash retail transactions
money in my pocket
money in my bank account
money at age sixty five
and my gas bill is good
and my electric
and there is a place I go for food with money in my pocket
and a question of social economic security the local grocery store the local corporate grocery store the local
grocery store from iowa with everything on the shelves and a restaurant with gloriously fresh food to eat
afore shopping
and whether to tip the grocery store cash register operator as the burger king cash register operator left a
burger king coin cup near the register with the word _tips_ on the side
and whether to decline tipping in some establishments on general principle
and I tip fifteen to twenty percent to the tutto's pasta waitress chicken fettucine with red pepper flakes and
salad
and I pay overdue fines from my local public library even when I decide to keep the book
it was john steinbeck travels with charley saved for a road trip
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internal to a body
I am thirsty
not sugary company thirsty and
municipal water from the faucet thirsty as much as I can consume
I was walking and
the humidity and
sweat on my brow
not so much cottonmouth
I just started thinking of water and
I am thirsty
nor ice
I once watched a documentary of desert survival the same mentioning not to drink urine
said drink one's entirety of water all at once
a preferential efficiency to water digestion than
a desert sipping of water at dehydration
and to consider water retention
for having consumed an excessive amount of salt
were it hypotonic were it hypertonic inwhich
ankles and pregnant women become enlarged
in various places in regards to
salt consumption irresponsibly mixed with water consumption
nevertheless
one quarter mile to arrive at my kitchen faucet
afterwhich
the sweat on my brow will dry
a new tshirt and
low sodium clam chowder for dinner
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on the origin of species
there were charles darwin
there were the big bang theory
there were developmental theories of education inwhich the individual
theory
theory
and were the child to be introduced to a knowledge which supposes their natural selection into a future
generations
and forward thought is important and
on the origin of species [as an historical consideration]
the ontologic nature is one's curiosity of an history and a gathered and gathering security
coffee for breakfast
the phylologic nature is security for one's social nature and started with those near to one's own being
an history book is or is not theory and
to regard a methane embryo billions of years past and to act presently in a way
to regard a natural selection as natural to evolution and to act presently in a way
a two if not other theories are not necessarily mutually exclusive
nor biblical thought excluded and to act presently in a way nor poetic thought
shall I describe myself taxonomically [I would rather not presently] [humor] and
to say an environment has and will cause a separation of likenesses and to say
an education has and will cause a separation of likenesses and to act presently in a way
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students of nature
the metaphysical quandary were finding oneself
at river's edge
and trees behind
knowing all [and how]
the first time at the large stone where the
eddy
rolls and there are minor fish of no color
silence is not entirely silent
for the shore and the grass on the shore
blown and blowing
it was a year from now to invent history
to recall the same fish
a same din
and I do not recall the original path for there is no path to plot through trees and grass
listening and
knowing a westward direction will find a north south river
eventual
the stick with my initials carved so no one will see
tossed
into all of the confluences south of
being
as last time
and there are no leaves in winter I am certain [the deciduous]
and a slow river is quieter
and a lake the quietest and dependent on wind for sound
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peace is no logic
peace is no mantra no refrain
_
logic is dialogue understood by referents and were there two positions there can be no resolution
incompatibility
plurality
one idea is not another
monism
_
an attachment of material
the flower is peace no the flower is representative of peace
[thank you have a polished stone from the creek]
_
what I like about nature
nature cannot change
and I say language is nature language is organic is not language organic
and do I think in words and do I think in written form [no]
nature cannot change [has always been]
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time is an unused guitar
the bent wood
the frets
the brass accessories
the old strings
the corner
near the window
afternoon sunlight
rests
material nor sound
[notice]
[object]
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objects with no weight
that which can be carried
toted
for survival
for impressing strangers including
a writing instrument
to write on the palm of my hand
for the grocery store
like bread
like cherries
that which has no weight is

[nor contemplative]
[to say I love you] [and with reason] [I do not consider]

thought is no weight
to lift a seed to plant a seed
thought is no weight
and the sunflower on the patio grown in four months were once
a thought
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disney may have other good movies besides snow white and the seven dwarfs [dwarves]
the chain link fence and
the bulldozers and
the vacant lot
the rubble piles of rubble chunks of asphalt and cement
the bricks of the bank
one main drag block from the subway restaurant
cohesion is for water
consider meniscus a beaker of water can be filled one millimeter above the top of the beaker
and were the pavement of a community adhesive
the evening sidewalk walk
and of animal migrations
so
a tall building will or will not be constructed where the main drag building was quickly bulldozed with
glass sides with
parking lot
fresh bushes and giant flower pots at the front entrance with magnetized reader
the subway will remain and or
the subway restaurant will relocate inside of the glass sided building for those with interior magnetized card
or invited guest
across the street
across the poverty line
the saint vincent de paul the worldwide medical record headquarters
where
I once saw three wienermobiles [one on a flatbed truck eastbound] and two misterpeanutmobiles
within the span of a week
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the woman walking two dogs: a portrait
black knickers
sleeves pulled to her mid fore arm
dog on leather leash following
dog on leather leash leading
ambient clouds three forty eight in the afternoon and
there were rain in the morning
dry now
and cool
the sow's ear teahouse and knitting house
the sidewalk through a single pane window
local traffic
and black iced tea
the width of a window is long enough to watch a pedestrian on the sidewalk
thirty seconds and
arrive at a new thought
[and she had blond hair
[and she wore white running shoes
[and I appreciate knitting
[and another time saw a woman with a dog inside of the sow's ear teahouse
[and it is too cold to sit at an outside bistro table
[and I do not type backwards
I imagine her eyes were blue though only a presumption an assumption a guess
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they tell the world what to do
[them]
and I do not know what they look like
and nature cannot be told what to do
so they are or are not still thinking
[they]
and they are or are not satisfied were they completed thinking
_
find me in a classroom
_
and the master plan
a priori
is a matter of curriculum
[rigor]
culminating in
me evaluating you
and a stages of introduction of the master plan are
one every week for sixteen weeks
a grading system of
a
b
c
d
f
i
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zion
not that zion
not the zion river I innertubed in low water season and buttox came in contact with riverbottom rocks
not the biblical zion
though kevin costner in the movie with the voice person for darth vader
dubuque iowa
I have not innertubed and confident my buttox would not drag on riverstones were I to make it through the
army corps of engineers lock number eleven where the bald eagles are photographed and photoshopped and
sold in frames in local galleries
and the spaghetti at the older brick italian restaurant making a right turn from wisconsin
there once was a band on a grassy area on the mississippi
and I do not like catfish to eat considering bottom feeding animals
and does it count to travel somewhat west to a circle eight county fair vehicle demolition derby
I read of an eight bedroom home above the mississippi upon the bluffs with view
it were an old shipping time of samuel clemens and smaller than saint louis smaller than memphis smaller
than new orleans smaller than saint paul and industrial, -south north train tracks on the eastern side
the cathedral with a bishop interred
zion is a bed and breakfast of stone walls colored a pinkish hue with crepes and coffee and fruit
zion is a two dollar bill exchange for two one dollar bills at the art gallery with the deco porcelain milk jug
with the word relax inscribed on the side of the milk jug in calligraphic penmanship
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below sea level
and no water
occasional rain
for the park service's observational post inwhich
data is collected
and left in an ammo box next to the flag
to be picked up on tuesday's
by the intern
driving the motorpool station wagon
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untitled
I am as old as your parents [and I do not mention]
[and I do not ask how they are doing]
it is you I find attractive
and to consider were we togethered
and you are eighty and I am one hundred and five
and to consider
you are fifty I am seventy five
so I die because I am older
you live an additional twenty five years without me
mention women live three years longer than men (the journal of american medicine)
so twenty eight years after my own death until your death [I do not mention]
[and I am jealous]
[consider jacquelyn kennedy onassis] [husband died and she married a greek shipping tycoon]
[and john fitzgerald kennedy may or may not have had a thought of afterlife jealousy]
nor an entertainer
[baby] [question]
and do your parents have any friends you could introduce me to [question]
you are my first choice though
the afterlife jealousy though [...]
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ӕ prefix
protohistory and a revise to intraneighborhood bussing upon social factors and or just because
[the others]
were the others to associate with those observing proper lawn maintenance
[and the others]
were they to associate with the dirt drivewayed and larger lotted variety of home
protohistory is experimental understanding grows into history
nor original deficiency
and recognize there were no train track seperation of a community and say
revisionism of a foundational principles of desegregation seventy five years past upon
a startled introduction of morality
regard a social foundations as and regard a modern perspective as protohistory and
new foundations for
a desegregation upon a modern belief that original desegregation may or may not have been necessary and
may or may not have achieved a desired outcome
protohistory were the value as drawn from an original desgregative thought
an introduction of morality as newly founded protohistory
were a varietal social desegregation say integration say affirmative action
equity is a resource nor each a same amount rather a greater resource amount to a recognized criteria of the
population
_
an interpretation of history as having read history though not mentioning previous history within a new
protohistory called history
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the feline and the canine and the chain link fence
neighbor
and the cat in the first big branch of the tree with a view four feet off the ground
all day
neighbor
and the dog on the dirt looking through the fence at the cat with the view in the first big branch of the tree
all day
all day

all day
all day
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dairy / creamery sounds per _________________
holstein moove
swiss miss oo la la
brown swiss miss oo la la
guernsey ?
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I should be writing a foreward [title from silvina lõpez medina]
I should be writing a foreward
having written the body
and I never read forewards
that is why
and the postscripts at
the end
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I do not verbalize a noun
I nounalize a noun
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on the transferrance of nailing ninety five nails in doors atween des moines iowa and madison wisconsin
doors are damaged and
were there nailers driving atween des moines and madison or from pueblo colorado to des moines and gary
indiana to madison and
what is authority and
were interstate travel a consideration and
were there a particular person indicating their name upon such nailings or were a nailings anonymous and
were the maintenance person in des moines and the maintenance person in madison to find the nails in the
door were they to remove the nails without mention were they to remove the nails and mention to their
superior were they to have a superior or were they to leave the nails in the door and mention to their
superior walking them to the nails in the door
were the nailer their own publicist and seeking publicity of local news and
were there to be a significance of ninety five nails and
a wooden door and
were the establishment to close at five pm and were the establishment to open at nine am and were the
nailer wearing dark clothing at midnight and
there is or is not urgency and
were there bureaucracy and
were a canonical consideration of destruction of property not one's own [as there were a single individual
holding an hammer] and
were there a mob behind the hammerer
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the lifespan mariachi band the barbecue and to those who prefer a consistent sound of wind as
and the political science department
and the political science building
and the way we were

were I to say where is the classroom
nor the undergraduate lounge nor the graduate lounge
and it were the open doors as silent
say a classroom is the next building over the wool thread on the sidewalk

the direction of temporal high school english teachers take many paths
and to ask how one comes to be an high school english teacher [because]
and were the academic social service professional
1] stay
2] write
3] continue one's academic foundations to completion
a] teach

and were the lifespan mariachi band relevant
and were the lifespan mariachi band relevant in regards to the kindergarten through twelfth grade teacher
[I can say instrumental sly and robbie was once played during free writing time by my own high school
english teacher]
and the wind on occasion is
a tornado
[I fear]
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speed dial to the coroner's office
[an elected office]
[a paid position]
[no qualifications necessary]
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unabridged dictionary
[all the words]
[published every year]
[periodical] [question]
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upon the last
were recollected
gathered and held
put
into tomes and sorts until
a fade
were the next idea
[for when I die I will have a list of ideas]
and say not all ideas
and say interest again were
upon the last
I will not say
for to say again and again is repetitive
what is new
but tomorrow when
yesterday is no longer relevant
nor only relevant
and how a question
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the largest unabridged dictionary the public library has and the best thesaurus I have ever held sitting on
the shelf next to [it]

mentions xylem
from xylo
not xeno
though xylo
is fibrous not to be confused with phloem and
what I was originally seeking with
keywords
xylophone
xylem is a treewater way from the ground to the leaves [phloem the treefood way]
xylo rooted in woody
xylophones are wooden
and there are no thesaurus entries for xylophone for the metal slatted musical instrument and
thesauri
to say a several thesauruses upon the xylo shelf and
music is no word
but for the softest of hardwood walnut to hold an octave of metal slats to represent
a form of octave sound
as [material] [art]
[it] is the proper name I seek
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room to run
and where an horizons are quieting
and an ocean I recall after the sun had set
I brought no music
and it once were summer and a days were twenty hours long and I drove three hundred miles atween gas
stations for an apple and water
to wade into a municipal saltwater this time in my underwear and sink beneath
highway one o one is good for shopping and southbound bicycling because of the consistent wind and a
varieties of coastal views on the right hand side and kites are sold in oregon where a river meets the ocean
and there is a shop with a bee hive in the wall and a glass cover for customers to see the bees
and if I were to do all that crossed my mind would I only think of the next
is a question of importance
and I am not old because
I heard of an eighty five year old woman running a marathon in eight hours
and all of the people I once stood in a crowd watching an half marathon in philadelphia and there were
stroller runners and
the person I was with watching the half marathon and I got bored and found a tavern and had some variety
of lager perhaps rolling rock and went to greet our friend completing the half marathon who had run several
marathons and we missed his finish of throwing up at the finish line by five minutes
I found a cornfield at sunrise in an unexpected place in february and stubble on the ground and a dust of
snow
and I have never been to amherst
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the syllabic
onomotopaeia is six
I is one
oberdonaudampfschafartkapitanswitwe is a word I learned in german class in high school
syllable is three
and I do not speak to buildings which is two syllables and people is two syllables
and whether free verse piano is syllabic
and whether a metronome is syllabic
and whether the seasons
and to say language in any language say rhythm and there were an other element shall I mention in a poem
called the syllabic inwhich
there are only so many single syllable words
but nicknames among friends and
quietude
is three syllables to say silence and I hear the red cardinal call to his brown cardinal mate ornithologically
speaking and I do not interpret bird communication though they meet at the birdfeeder after a single chirp
of her reply
and to understand language and to say language
nor consider language
but for that which I do not understand
what does panacaea mean
panacaea is four
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entitlement to commit a crime
how liberating to run a stop sign
because
and exceed a speed limit
I once ate a grape from the produce area of a grocer knowing I would not be purchasing the bunch
a constitutionality of a crime as constitutional may be a question and
whether crimes are only constitutional
for that which is not constitutionally [listed] may be immoral may be unethical may be criminal and
without considerable justice [justice as publicly enforceable and decidedly criminal by public authority]
and the bully
and the ten commandments
pick one
entitlement to commit a crime
to get away with crime
in an interest of bodily hunger or the bodily hunger of those one cares about
and were a crime of passion premeditated
with or without regard to consequences
and an ecological crime for having used aerosol window cleaner for convenience
and were it an ecological crime to blow up a dam
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haiku from a travels near belleville wisconsin may fourteen two thousand twenty two sunrise
groundclouds floated
turned soil
twilight
detour about a county road
to
the same place
and the tunnel
black pitch and sound
said the county closed
but for lunch seated
comfortably next to bicycle and
return
saturday six am
public library closed
[handwritten sign]
there were cows
there were silos and the air
seventy degrees
and I did not smell the cows
all of the leaves
what is left of nature
out
and my potted sunflower
becoming
will be twelve feet tall in august
said the seed package
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the subject the content of the beautifully framed art
the favorite color
cyan
the artglass frame about and with artglass flowers upon
cyan
the colorfield
framed
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entertained by titles
and were norman rockwell
at
the two shelves at firefly coffee house
and the sky people
parachutes
ejector chairs
women hanging from airplanes by their bonnets
© nineteen ninety and £ eighteen ninety five inside the cover last I understood exchange rate ~ $ thirty
and I with iced tea and
another
the rest
of the shelves
trade paperbacks
and a sound of soft music if I listen
but for the people
talking
and
spoons on glasses
and the register
half price refills
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the vandalist
were the toredown structure caused nature
I disagree
and were said the graffiti the mural
the vandal
I disagree
and I have my own art
were a planted flag [to leave behind upon nature]
the highest metaphoric mountain
[yet]
the conceptual vandalist
the deconstructivist
and fifteen books at the attractive municipal library to say
are we illiterate yet
by choice
and with illustrations and avenue of the americas publisher
there is a name for the deconstructivist
[deconstructivist]
and to say
where are you taking me is only so academic if to say
anything said is
wrong
the wrecking ball and
the privately owned gone building downtown
and the micron vandal
the nail the screw removed into the pocket as trophy
and the intentional urinator and there were no others watching
and the vandal for cause
the water supply
the breaking a window for bread for shoes
the siphoning of gas is theft
and the applause
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the vagrant
I saw a sleeping bag in a stoop downtown
seven am
nor evidence of a person
and no one to ask me for tobacco or
the time of day
I have been unshaven and with red facial hair in contrast to dark hair now gray
I have been without coins in my pocket
I completed my national park quarter collection however on my bookshelf
nor I have slept in my car needfully
and have heard stories
[one can live in a car though not drive a house]
I saw one once
at a beach
it was a fiction movie
nevertheless
and for soup kitchens
as a boy scout age sixteen I served soup
so I know what [they] eat and I
because
after my volunteer shift I was offered the choice of having soup myself which I chose to indulge and
went home
and whether dirt upon a face as observed should be an indication of empathy I say
yes
because
and I do not have cable television
I had satellite television I had cable television and
only broadcast at present
and to the conversationalist exterior to the public library front door
how do you receive your news
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chastity
was her name
I called her charity
knew immediately
[apologies]
I knew a charity once and
she was a different person
[I will be on my way now]
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on discretion
the sensitivity of the matter
and your hat
on discreet
rather I choose my wool driving hat
[nor mention dublin]
nor my stetson and
sunglasses and
camera about my neck and
plaid pastel shirt with
five very nice pens in the pocket one of which I call writing instrument and
dark socks and
white tennis shoes

I looked in the mirror
and changed my belt
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I once typed on an IBM Selectric II typewriter
I later learned the world typewriter speed record was two hundred and twenty two words per minute on an
IBM Selectric II typewriter
nor a manual typewriter in which the keys lock and jam together if the typist is too fast
the IBM plugs in
a circular font ball which can be changed
and I do not know the words per minute speed record typing on the keyboard of a laptop computer
the fastest I can write a poem given a title
the strike anywhere match
would not light on my cowboy boots and
though I do not own cowboy boots
would not light on the mirror of my bathroom for incense nor
my fingernail however
one upon my electric coil stovetop for coffee
lavazza
did I mention my liquid fuel campstove
is ninety three seconds
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seed philosophy
the spark the germ
what is received
were patent were copyright were trademark the rest were conversational
were your presence I recall
fromwhich
inwhich
so your credit as mine the very same day
I read your poem
enjoyed your company
were it accurate a five percent funding as seed money were a governing five percent and
money is no idea
for we of philosophy to understand the extends of barter economies
[nor all a metaphor as money is and is not social reinforcement] and
to say all is metaphor otherwise is to say a limits to thoughts
that which is more important than another may be origin to metaphor and reason
in simple form is
poem
and were spark to share my own interest [spark] and
[your having mentioned that which was already upon my shelf] [nor mention]
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were philosophy an adjective
the good boy is discernable
the lighted candle is a six hour evening
the hilly single speed bicycle ride is a chase
and philosophy is no adjective though among a population
the good boy from nashville nor
the good boy from columbia
to the atlantans
and among two
parents
the good boy
philosophy is no adjective
philosophy is love of wisdom [philo] [sophia] and
were experience enough to learn language is not required
ask oneself in any way what is animal
for that without language
may or may not be of interest to admire oneself in a steeps of being one may or may not refer to as
philosophy
and say genius
respond: genius is a lonely divine
respond: lonely is an adjective
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pure honey
stolen
nor a person near the conference table the coffee service
an empty conference center once a room for presidential primary candidate senator elizabeth warren from
massachussetts invited by senator tammy baldwin from wisconsin
it was a cold and stormy day and
the conference had ended and
a basket of honey yet
lifted into my pocket
how good is
pure honey says so on the package enough for a tea
and from ohio and do not give to infants under one year of age because
something gastroenterological
smuckers may or may not have a berry farm with wooden roller coaster though honey and
I would imagine bees like
mcfarland imagines bees
for choir-ees to prepare for concert straight honey from the squeeze bottle
for properly toasted sourdough bread on real butter
for common cold saltines with seven up
clover honey
and pollination for abundant clover fields summertime
stolen from the service
into my pocket and
around the corner to let pure honey drizzle into my mouth [sweet]
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naturism
ninety eight point six mercury thermometer no longer manufactured
the battery operated thermometer from walgreens reads the same
the new leaves may
and the lake nor boats today I appreciate
were an old church and priory on the way to stop and admire
it is cloudy
and patience through a window
naturism is a social philosophy for nature is with and without me
I saw a bumblebee yesterday on a day without wind
the sound of a bumblebee
and to say a potted plant a sunflower from seed is nature is a question and to say a field of sunflowers
grown as crop for little league players is nature is to say that man is natural
and to say a sunflower exists in a sunned prairie is a different nature inwhich man is excluded and is
differently appreciated as were the same plant potted
ralph waldo emerson a cities may be organic
and others
and what is nature what is wild and never having been explored by man with or without flag
and were a parameters of nature physical
and were I only to read that which is naturally interesting and were I only to discuss that which is naturally
interesting [without mention of interest]
the rain
and after the rain
and how the earthworms rise to the surface of the soil
and the groundbirds
and the earthworms drying upon the cement when the rain dries
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whether injectible tobacco were spacefriendly and associated consequences of needle use and where to put
them after a 'smoke'
the varied constraints of space include
weightlessness
inwhich
flames are circular
and to assume smoke would undrift into a circular area the same as the flame which lights the tobacco were
tobacco lit in space
injectible tobacco would be space friendly
a question of spacefriendly in regards to a traditional earthbound gravitied cigarette near another smoker
with regards to a social environment may or may not be a question of sharing a tobacco needle as social
though tobacco smokers at an ash tray may be a differently considered idea of social use of tobacco
whether nicotine is relevant may or may not be relevant to a consideration of 'closet' or public area use and
a sharps box to recycle the needle
[and of candles]
[question]
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no game and fish department at the city park lake today
one hundred and fifty dollar fine for fishing without a fishing permit
a boat patrol
a shore patrol
[and a forest patrol]
[the city park]
[blue gill fishing with shoveled worms until I ran out and used a remaining hot dog the boathouse seasonal
high school student city employee said hot dogs may be preferrable and I should try the second of four
docks inwhich the paddleboats and former two person sailboats are kept, -and canoes
[ten pound test line I should have used six pound test line as blue gills are less prone to seeing a thinner line
and I wanted to catch ten blue gills to fry
[standard bobber eighteen inches from the hook as to avoid the lakebottom the adjacent seaweed officially
lakeweed may or may not be where the bluegills wait as well under the dock
[too big of hook
[the blue gills were immediate and ravenous ate the worms and hot dogs nor one to be hooked
walmart sells five types of worms in various sizes and colors though a local bait shop exists on sherman
avenue and another on monona drive though I would have to drive nearly twice as far
a bait shop would sell smaller hooks as well
the game and fish department were not present at the city park lake during my fishing experience and I do
not plan to purchase a fishing permit for next saturday
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on the relation of ontogeny to progeny
were aesthetics were aesthetics a matter of ontogeny
and how she were attractive
[I like strawberries
[I like salmon
[is no list for a dating newspaper advertisement]
[and I know a park I light fireworks at on occasioned fourths of july
[and I like sunrises
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on nashville and collectivism
I saw a black and white photograph
a small bar with a raised stage
had a chicken sandwich and overdone fries
were it the oakridge boys or
the good old boys played
[there]
many years past and others hank williams
minnie pearl in the audience I cannot say though
at dollywood in nineteen ninety
the good old boys gathered
without knowing
I have an harmonica and once played on stage
not interviewing
the emcee of the open musical performance night suggested I play louder into the microphone next time
we were good though
the guitarist the drummer and I
the three of us
no one singing
anyway
not interviewing
and the other types of boys without regard to males ages zero through seventeen [typology / taxonomy]
backstreet boys
little boys
church boys / altar boys
boy scouts
old boys
baby boys
courier boys / errand boys
and were there an hierarchy of established boys with respect to notice of other boys
only to say
I enjoyed the grand ole opry
I enjoyed the river topography
I already own a corn cob pipe
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the sound of ice
the lake ice in spring
the ice cube in water
the falling ice as sleet
the icicle falling
the color of ice
the blue permanent ice of a glacier crevasse
the clear lake ice with seaweed
the smell of ice
the cold the frozen lungs
the touch of ice
is a texture is a rippled frozen lake
is a texture is a frozen smooth puddle
brings a hands a face to redness
the taste of ice
is a waited water
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no interior doorknobs
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water carrier
new water for the horses and
a sarsaparilla
it is hot
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the preoccupation of fuzz or the distance of subjectivity is long
of the twenty six alphabetic letters the twenty fourth is a variable as well an axis
to make things simple for [x]
one color is not another color rgb-wise
and whether white is no color and black is every color the manner of scatterplots make
a tremendous amount of sense in the event of us currency
and money is only a variable I like your [I could say paisley though paisley is not accurate] I like your
paisley socks
the value of fuzz is not contained within the dryer lint variety [eg] exclusively for fuzz in a conversational
and or academic sense may or may not be interspersed with white noise
a want for objectivity may or may not be what a listener craves and why a listener continues to listen
though much can be said of subjectivity including aesthetics the likes of old typewriters that sit upon a shelf
for invited guests to notice and to type upon on occasion
distance without reference to material may originally be considered mathematical though again, scatterplot,
pluralism, dewey decimal number, constellational studies including ethnoastronomy, -though a same stars
exist in a same location, only metaphor a material as reference to conversational classification, taxonomical
classification, though conversation itself may or may not be framed in reference to experience including
interpretation of experience, itself with reference to material including place and measurable, -and with
respect to other experiences
and of pure imagination were pure imagination to exist say zero to five years of age an individual exists if
at no other time
and of recollection
the operative nature of classifying subjective thought and being may be useful for budgeting I cannot say
and a classroom teacher grade two will have different books on a shelf than a classroom teacher grade six
not to mention a different heighth of boot and coat cubbies
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prology
prefix suffix nor root
I invent words
pleistocene is not mine and
pleistocrat
is
one whose elbows become calloused at resting them upon a desk while typing
finger finger I say hunt and peck
prology
var prologist
prology is a partiality to study
the prologist looked around
and one point five million years ago
a pleistocrats used sticks while lying on their bellies
said the pictograph
next to the handprint as signature in bloodink of
some variety caught the attention
the prologist
and the clouds
[then]
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the signs at the museum and the individual who attaches the signs to the wall
there is a building out back
filled with poster board
white poster board black poster board magenta poster board fuschia poster board thick poster board
cardstock poster board red poster board purple poster board orange poster board gold poster board
there are nails
there is glue
there is a poster board cutter there are scissors there is a paper cutter
there are rub on letters there are textured letters there is a printer
there is a carpenter's level
there is a hammer
there is natural light through the single pane windows separated by wooden slats
the building is brick and
when signs are not being made the building with no plumbing is used as storage for museum glossy trifold
brochures
she walks from her museum rented home leaves her internal combustion engine vehicle makes signs for
exhibits
she had short hair
said hello once or twice [I was most often in another building of nine not including the exhibit building and
not including the intern cabins near the prairie dogs nor the upstart high school in portable classrooms]
she worked closely with the curator for each artifact exhibited as well as the sign exterior to the gallery
itself
on the importance of signs in relation to museum exhibits
of course the textual information is important and a background color and selected font and size of print
inwhich to attract museum visitor attention and interest, -and a gallery sign
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I am elated
to hear of your love and
to say nothing is
to not exist and
silence
and were the clouds the same experience
perhaps
and do I name them
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quonset hut in paoli
the sugar river
the city square park old playground equipment merrygoround tall slide swings atween
the dairy
tin roof
flat front
military issue
one half acre
chimney
in winter the snow
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who is the one not known to exist
I have never met
went to coffee
titled a poem
read the cover of the new york times sitting next to me as I sat in the overstuffed armchair with americano
four shots and house coffee were said redeye
said an eighteen year old entered an elementary school with firearm and killed schoolchildren
I have never met
and a new york times introduction now known
exterior to my geopolitic
the one not known to exist
I have never met
may have seen at a grocery store
may see at a polling location
may see in the future
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a man birthnamed manypopes
what can be said of a man in relation to what they are called
by the neighbor birthnamed manyclouds
by the teacher from australia with first language as aboriginal
what does a baby newly named grow to become with respect to their name were there a nominal relation
gregory means sentry
does greg have one g or two gs one on each end
and my confirmation bible has three gs
and say sentry polaris is
ethnoastronomy
I could invent a man birthnamed manypopes . sounds native american in english as manygoats sounds
native american . sounds plural in nature in regards to a consideration of catholicism inwhich more than
one pope exists . and to say an idea of pope rather than an actual pope . and to say many popes within an
individual . and to say many popes within an individual may be rise to a new definition of pope .
[may or may not be a question of the definition of pope] and to say a definition need or need not exist may
be a catholic consideration to the catholic though a personal question to manypopes who has always gone
by the name manypopes
hello manypopes I would say having had our proper introduction previous
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the dissuasion of iodine in the use of nonpotable water
a body if not originally immune will shortly become immune to the nonpotable water
iodine in nonpotable water as commonly used as a noncontaminant tastes bad
iodine in an interest of making nonpotable water potable is a weighted bottle in a backpack and takes up
room
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city park in the middle of a six street intersection
some grass about to mow
the circular sidewalk
monument within cars circling
roundabout

panacaea
can you repeat that
panacaea
can you spell that
panacaea
is that a prefix
what does that mean [pan]
what is a cure all
what is the etymology of panacaea
or is that etiology
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undergraduate who was now engaged in an obstetrical conversation with two chorus girls
| f scott fitzgerald
curious
[what would they like to hear]
[something from introduction to psychology]
what is your earliest memory
and fetal development
[sip of an undergraduate liqueur] [rests the drink on the piano]
[leans on the piano]
[eyebrows up and down]
[chorus girls] [question] [all in a row and lifting legs all at the same time] [question]
I was in choir in high school now just tonal
I knew someone who chose to be photographed nude while pregnant
she was in a prairie
[takes sip]
she looked cold
[leans on piano]
I like your hairdos
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pet bird on a fishing line
once the bird flew to its limits a single time
and maya angelou
a cage about
[were a question]

[to the birdholder]
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not necrotic yet
the season is not necrotic
and in november
and the tissue bitten by
the swarm of african killer bees
inflated
it may be a week
and were a clear cut of a forest in an interest of paper products inwhich
earth is exposed
erosion
[fractal]
the onion on the counter is not necrotic yet
the cucumber resembling a zuchini in the fridgerator is not necrotic yet
[and when I die
[and ten minutes before I will not look in the mirror]
were necrotic considered as an individual in the open casket at a funeral
were there makeup to be sure
and the mole had no hair
and the unkept toenail ingrown and swollen nor painful
not necrotic yet
and the obligatory handshake
and the ancient culture now a fraction of its population
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untitled
were the ending
a burning of her property a burning of norwegian wood
I interpret
paul mccartney's guitar
yet
the rolling stones wore suits and ties to play in the beginning of their band careers as well
seventy thousand people in an audience
eventual
and invasion
helicopters on baseball fields with amplifiers on stages
and I was not born yet though
the rolling stones are still playing and I am fifty
a general concern of parents in regards to howard kronkite showing teenage girls in the front row
I cannot say
vinyl
a garage
norwegian wood may be an hard wood
norwegian wood may require kinling to start
of course there may be property ownership law considerations to burning someone's material property
norwegian wood may be burned outside however were there a ventilation concern
and whether a song lyrics are fiction or narration
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cool air near summer
and from the northeast were
cotton sleeves
adirondack seated
a sounds the wind
a passing vehicle
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conch is a good word though not the cochlear shell
the bivalve lake clam
has no pearl
and the meat appears edible
and the meat appears fine for bait
upon silt

on tiny floating organisms

on the smell of silt above water

on the curiosity of water spiders: where watercress dwells beneath

and the cattail

and the redwing blackbird
I shot with bb gun from thirty feet across water
and redwing blackbirds near cornfields in cornfields

and pier for bluegills and surface and silted bottom

microorganisms swim
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poison ivy
the green and knee high foliage
above
canopy
nor trail
the cut through the underbrush and fun is a noun fun is an adjective fun-ism is no philosophy to mention
nor persistently
up the hill
and there are no more trees
[hilltop]
[and cheese and water]
back to the car
having cut through
land
without trail
afterwhich
welts
lower legs
welt breaks open from scratching an itch
welts spread
ankle to midthigh welts
pus
yellow pus
yellow pus
and dries yellow as yellow scab
and itches inflammation red where there is no pus nor scratch and
two weeks
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the one hundred and eighty page book that took me three months to read
because the book did not interest me
because a notable library volunteer mentioned the book is why I picked the book up carried the book
a college roommate mentioned a book can be read by resting the book under one's pillow as they sleep
[called osmosis]
I might have said osmotic learning though I disagree nevertheless; a book carried in a bookbag for three
months will not be read osmotically or otherwise
the act of carrying a book about for three months fades a cover turns a corners
becomes a consideration of literary discipline inwhich there are twenty pages per chapter
nine days to read
eighteen days to read
starting now
day eighty
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position
for profit schooling
whether kindergarten through twelfth grade education is state government mandated
[no]
whether kindergarten through twelfth grade education is not state government mandated
[yes]
and homeschooling
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glass ceiling submarine
surface
aglow
were equatorial noon
a dinner submersion
a tourists and
tuna steak pineapple riesling from afar
a reclining chairs after and
were there apres dinner music to
the surface of the ocean
one hundred feet above
instrumental
classical electric guitar solo a proper volume
he leans over with a fortune cookie and
she reads
beauty is redundant once
a fish swims above
in between
nor an aengine sound later recalled
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city lights publishers nineteen ninety five
found eleven pocket size great books published by the university of chicago including lysistrata
an used bookstore
whereupon I started drinking coffee at aged twenty five
twenty five cents per shot of coffee
on the shelf
city lights publishers pocket sized first edition beat poet collections eleven different poets
next to each other on the same shelf
fifty cents each
difficult to find original jack kerouac voznesensky frank o'hara patchen ferlinghetti collectible and
within
beat poets I consider nineteen fifty five through nineteen sixty five poets
planet news with copyright year
one line of war one stanza of vacuum cleaning one poem of sex one stanza growing grapes one photograph
proper fermentation is in the yeast proper fermentation is in the patience
meade were honey wine an arms race a space race
paper weathers and on a shelf an edges grow yellow
nor periodicals and when a poet impresses ferlinghetti died age one hundred one two thousand twenty one
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[...]Any thing that responds macroscopically to the decay of the atom in question, may be considered as an
observer, whether alive or not.
Well, all this may be shit to the true Physicist, as well as the Philosopher, but I undertook to write
something on the philosophy of being, and so I did.[...]
(Koenraad Kortmulder, May 29th, 2022).
} on the philosophy of being on the philosophy of observation on the philosophy of being observed
comes to mind
the psychology experiment inwhich professionals in cubicles were observed [eg] as to productivity in
regards to particular criteria [eg] regarding cameras [eg] regarding supervisorial observation with regard to
the particular criteria [eg]
say the atom were the professionals being observed without knowing they were observed
comes to mind
an experiment in regards to individuals in regards to particular criteria
the hawthorne effect was the psychology experiment in regards to being observed
the experimenters collecting data in the hawthorne effect experiment observed the observers
the data interpreters interpreted the data
the data presenters presented the data interpreters interpretations in nineteen sixty six
} reactivity in regards to the atom
the atom is material and acts innately
the atom is material and reacts to other relevant material
} on the philosophy of metaphors
} on the philosophy of being
atoms may be too small to see with an electron microscope though with an electron microscope an electron
may or may not be impressive
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Fwd: ww _I contain multitudes_ re Bob Dylan [twitter]
from walt whitman
[do I contradict myself?
very well, then, I contradict myself;
(I am large-I contain multitudes.)
from johann herbart
manysidedness of interest
childlike not childish
john dewey
child centered learning theory
were a sun to revolve around a planets
were a planets to revolve around a sun

I contain multitudes
and what is not known
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the bird
the nest above the patio
the fallen light blue / aqua colered small egg
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the bird
the worm from the ground
still in the ground
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the bird
sideways on the tree
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the bird
the squirrel moved the small bird
wanting the spot
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